IVS has launched ‘VITTIYA SAKSHARATA ABHIYAN’ (VISAKA) for promoting a digital economy in the higher educational institutions.

Students of IVS had given training to local public on the usage of digital economy in the nearby areas.
To,

Prof. C.S. Rai  
In-charge (affiliation)  
GGS Indraprastha University,  
Sector-16C, Dwarka  
New Delhi-110078

Subject: - Launch of ‘VITTIYA SAKSHARATA ABHIYAN’ (VISAKA) for promoting a digital economy in the higher educational institutions.

Sir,

This is to acknowledge the receipt of letter from Affiliation Branch through e-mail enclosing therein a copy of the notice from the Registrar on the above subject matter.

In this context, I am directed to state here that the ‘Abhiyan’ to herald India on the Digital mode is well understood and, Awadh Centre of Education assure that it will strive to work in order to make the campaign successful.

In fact, the institute has already embarked on the mission, and constituted a team comprising the Principal, faculty and students of teachers training and IT education, accounts officials in this regard who would help in efficient and proper execution of work according to action plan.

Details of compliance report and steps taken by the ACE in these directions of digital mode of payments and receipts will be submitted later.

With Regards,

Yours faithfully,

(Rizwan Ahmad)  
Administrative Officer
Cashless Institutions – Campaign

Subject: Launch of ‘VITTIYA SAKHARATA ABHIYAN’ (VISAKA) for promoting a digital economy in the higher educational institutions.

Finance Operations:

AWADH CENTRE OF EDUCATION

RECEIPTS:

- Fee would be received from the students by DD (Demand Draft) or on-line/Bank transfer.
- ‘Book-Bank’ charges (when required as per students choice would be collected by the DD or on-line /Bank transfer.
- Other small payments like Library fine, late fee fine and ‘Alumini’ subscription (fund), the students have been directed to transfer the required amount to the ‘Bank Account’ of the institute concerned. The notice giving detail information has been displayed on the Notice Boards in the campus.
- College canteen and Photo-copy shop, both are on outsource arrangement, both the contractors have been instructed to provide Cashless facility to the students as well as staff, use Pay TM.

Payment

- The payment of the Salary to regular and visiting/guest faculty, examiners would be made through A/c Payee cheque except the Group ‘D’ salary. The institute has made an arrangement to open the ‘Bank Account’ of Group ‘D’ employees.
- All purchases and other expenses will be made through A/c. Payee cheque except the petty payment up to Rs.5,000/- would be made by cash. It is to be noted here, the institute has already applied to Bank for issuance of Debit Card for these petty expenses.
- All student’s dues i.e. security refund and other deposits would be returned through A/c Payee cheque.

All the information in this respect to make the institutions - Cashless/ Less-cash (Institute of Vocational studies & Comm-IT Career Academy) will be available on the website: awadh.org.in